Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) is one of the most fascinating areas in cryptography that provides a higher level of security on smaller key sizes. The paper proposes the optimal scalar multiplication cost without pre-computed operations on Radix-16. It is one of the most optimized methods that best suits to low memory devices on the reduced complexity. Further, in relation to the previous proposed work, it is computing 6.25 percent faster on the software performance perspective and 8.33 percent faster on the hardware performance perspective.
Introduction
Cryptography is a based on mathematical conceptualization from the discipline of computer science, which is responsible for security strength on all applications. Security algorithms are the strength of any protocol which is based on the (initial) precomputation cost for all algorithms. The idea of public key cryptography (PKC) was first proposed in 1976 by Diffie and Hellman [1] . In PKC's various algorithms have been proposed, but in all of them Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) has been attracted the most attention due to higher computational speedup on the comparatively very shorter key sizes. From the recent research trends and which has discovered, its complexity is considering still in excess and/or improvements in the same is the motivational issue for any problem [2] . In research, various provisions with exceptionally enhanced system security services need for its performances.
A heart of cryptography is Discrete Logarithmic Problem (DLP), which is acting as a central role in information security. Information security is an attractive area that is based on high computational speed at a lower cost for efficient algorithms. The fast running algorithms are leading high performance and high speed. When DLP applies on the ECC is known to ECC-DLP. Its computation is based on elliptic points P and Q , to find the value of k (generally secret key), on Q = kP, which is the core building block in PKC [3] .
The basic algorithm of ECC is based on the scalar multiplication which consists of repeated point addition (ADD) and point doubling (DBL) operations. For one point ADDs and for one point DBLs operation the required pre-computed operations are 13,617 and 14,000 clock cycles [4] .
Reduction in the precomputed operation is a research gap. Here is a brief idea about the existing algorithms has presented for input secret key for the working environment. This works on a secret key (scalar) k, represented in the form of m bit binary field, the algorithm of Most Significant Bit (MSB) first [5] , requires m bits doubling (DBLs) and on average m 2 ⁄ bits of addition (ADDs) operations. Similarly, for Least Significant Bit (LSB) first [5] - [6] requires on average m 2 ⁄ bits of ADDs and same bits of DBLs. A Montgomery Ladder method keeps k DBLs & k ADDs, which is higher precomputed operations than the previous two but additional advantages is in favor of Side Channel Attack (SCA) [7] - [8] . A non-adjacent form (NAF) [9] , [10] is another variation of algorithm representation in {−1, 0,1}, on average m 2 ⁄ bits of ADDS and m 2 ⁄ bits of DBLs, but in addition to this, it is resistant to the side-channel attacks [10] . The complexity of w-NAF [11] keeps m (w + 1) ⁄ in point ADDs only. A variation of w-NAF [12] does in sliding w-NAF, also known by Frobenious operations, that escapes the series of zeros during the scalar multiplication, which counts the enhancement in scalar multiplication. Abdulrahman and Masoleh in [13] have been given a methodology for resistance to the SSCAs, which have been proposed for Radix-8 scalar multiplications is the most optimized algorithm on complexity 8 ( + 1) without precomputed operation, reported in 2015. Table 1 consist the basic ECC algorithm that exists and its related complexities have presented which is showing the reduction in the precomputed operation and/or security strengths. Our manuscript organization is as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed Radix-16 Scalar Multiplication through the basic assumption for Radix generalization principles, methodologies on non-fifteen encoding representation algorithm and algorithms for Radix-16. Section 3 presents a validation approach through numerical example. Section 4 presents the prospective benefit of this approach on software and hardware performance enhancements. Finally, our manuscript has summarized in section 5.
Proposed Radix-16 Algorithm

Basic Assumption for Radix-Generalization Technique
We have just considered the Lemma 1 [13] proposed for the radix-expansion technique that has applied recently on Radix-8 scalar multiplication. Now we are extending the same on reduced computation cost, where its complexity is better than all the existing approaches. For the reduced instruction set computing (RISC) architecture this is one of the appropriate radix. The various reasons are available to set up this problem as a novel contributions such as Hexadecimal converts easily to binary which uses the computer at the fundamental level, offers faster computation and requirements of less memory, code size and memory size execution are smaller, feasibility of parallelism much lower in arithmetic computation [14] , storage of more information in the same space, has reported to reach a better performance used in cryptosystem and the most important to implement the same with the short memory devices [15] .
The realization is based on the three initial registers such as = 0, 1 = , = where P is an initial point on the curve, is initial assumption scalar multiplication assumed to be zero and two additional registers have considered as 1 and assigned as elliptic point P from the curve. The scalar multiplication is based on encoding representation according on chosen basis\radix. The Lemma 1, has been presented below for any key lengths with its place value on basis for , 1 and .
Lemma 1. The range [1, − 1] is a key length as
′ in between 0 ≤ ′ ≤ − 1, then scalar multiplication , defines in:
Whereas 1 defines as follows:
The = is always calls for each radix set values.
Non-fifteen Encoding Representation
The pre-assumption for secret key k assumes in decimal, first this one converted into hexadecimal. After obtaining the hexadecimal add '0' as signed value next to the most significant position. Further, read the hexadecimal including '0' from least significant bit first to most significant bit and converted the same in the form of Non-fifteen encoding representation. This says if any sets values contain 15 or 'F', it replaces the same by -1 and add '1' as a carry to the next position value. The algorithm 1 is a representing the basic idea for Non-fifteen encoding method, which has presented below. Step 2: End For Step 3: Return = ( −1 , … , 1 , 0 ) 16 ;
Radix-16 Scalar Multiplication Algorithm
The output from the Non-fifteen encoding of length applies for Elliptic Curve scalar multiplication = . The Non-fifteen encoding contains a range of ∈ {−1,0,1, … ,14}. The initial assumptions is based on three registers, such as = 0, 1 = , = , as the following steps progress through the algorithm 2.
The discrete logarithmic problem is almost negligible to revert back on the original key in computation. 
Validation of Proposed Problem through Numerical Example
The input secret scalar assumes in decimal, converted into the form of hexadecimal and in addition one extra bit 0 adjoins as signed value. The non-fifteen encoding algorithm says if any digit contain F or 15 it replaces the same by −1, and add one as a carry to the next, otherwise its values only records as it passes as described in algorithm 1. Further, the computation starts with an initial assumption on three registers such as = 0, 1 = , = , as the steps progress through the algorithm 2. The final result of scalar multiplication returns as output.
We clarify the same by an example, where secret scalar = 89982 and its hexadecimal is (15 7 ) 16 . It is represented in the form of non-fifteen encoding representation as (0161 ̅ 7 ) . Table 2 demonstrates the computing process of proposed signed radix-16 scalar multiplication. It computes scalar multiplication for any elliptic point on the curve. From the computational point of view, the computation cost at radix-16 for scalar , we can define its cost = ⎾ 16 ⏋ + 1, whereas for radix-8 its cost is = ⎾ 8 ⏋ + 1. 
Performance Comparisons on Software and Hardware
From the theoretical point of view on each key size, uses by ECC for scalar multiplication, gets a bigger marginal enhancement. From the software perspective the proposed algorithm at Radix-16 has accelerated by 6.25 percent compared to the previous proposed radix-8 scalar multiplication on the complexity basis, as represented in Figure 1 (a) . Further, from a hardware performance perspective, scalar multiplication has upgraded on computational enhancement from radix-8 to radix-16 is leading by 8.33 percent improvement, as represented in Figure 1 (b).
Conclusion
The manuscript consist the importance of precomputed operations with the existing approaches for Elliptic Curve Cryptography. On the same precomputed technique, we optimized the existing approach of Radix-8 scalar multiplication for better performance on the reduced computation cost on Radix-16 scalar multiplication. This is showing the theoretical computational enhancement on software and hardware performance enhancements with the respective differences are 6.25 and 8.33 from an existing Radix-8 scalar multiplication technique. The reason to covering this problem is to obtain a lot of special benefits regarding the performance optimization and future implementable applications for short-memory device on reduced cost.
